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TIGHT END 

TIER ONE  

Vernon Davis  Someone has to catch passes there; freak athlete 

Jimmy Graham Will be Brees’s favorite target again 

Rob Gronkowski Take a risk – signs point to being back Week 4, game changer 

  

TIER TWO  

Jermichael Finley In a great offense, needs to be consistent 

Jason Witten This is Mr. Consistency, his numbers are there every year 

Tony Gonzalez Why he wants to retire is beyond me; also very consistent 

Greg Olsen ↑Newton loves throwing to him 

  

TIER THREE  

Jordan Cameron ↑Monster upside, TE will be integral part of offense 

Brandon Myers There is good history of success for NYG tight ends 

Fred Davis Can get late b/c of injury concerns, think RGIII throws to TE more 

Kyle Rudolph Red zone threat and QB who doesn’t look downfield 

Jared Cook Always had a rep for being good athlete, gets chance to prove it 

Zack Sudfeld Even if Gronkowski comes back, two TEs can be relevant in NE 

Antonio Gates Best days are gone, but may provide some low-end production 

Owen Daniels With legit No. 2 WR, may see less looks 

  

TIER THREE  

Coby Fleener Just don’t trust him to stay healthy, plus will lose touches to Allen 

Julius Thomas Sick athlete, too many other options though  

Martellus Bennett ↓Cutler does not throw to TEs 

Brandon Pettigrew Would be higher if he could actually catch 

  

TIER FOUR  

Ed Dickson Sneaky grab – Flacco likes throwing to TE 

Dwayne Allen May outplay Fleener again 

Tyler Eifert Great pedigree but probably not ready yet 

Rob Housler Showed flashes last season but don’t think he gets a ton of looks 

Jermaine Gresham Drafting Eifert says all you need to know about his prospects 

Zach Miller Has talent but don’t see TE in Seattle doing much 

Heath Miller Return from injury but Big Ben likes throwing to him 

  

TIER FIVE  

Zack Ertz Big target, but Philly has about 10 TEs on the roster 

Scott Chandler May see some targets with shaky QB but likely not viable  

Marcedes Lewis Gabbert is his QB and his one good season was the outlier 

Delanie Walker Don’t see him being used consistently enough to matter 

 

 

 


